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Problem Statement

- The difficulty of reading text for the visually-impaired



Existing Solutions

Low Vision Devices

- Device enlarges text to improve readability

- Still requires the user to read the text

Optical Character Recognition

- Converts documents into machine legible text

- Greater difficulty or impossible to recognize text from “noisy” 

documentation



Project Objective

- Initially to explore the application of deep learning text recognition

- Utilizing Deep Learning, make a device that would be capable of reading text 

in regular day circumstances



Solution

- Embed our Program on a Raspberry Pi

- Program utilizing two neural networks to detect (localize) and recognize text 

from a given picture

- Recognized text is converted into machine legible text and passes it through 

text-to-speech (TTS)
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Product Breakdown



Text Detection Model

- The first step is to run a CNN over the 

whole image

- It uses a region proposal network on the 

features that were extracted from the CNN

- After receiving region proposals, it is fed 

into a pooling layer, some fully connected 

layers, and a softmax classification layer.

- Used pre-existing model from Tensorflow 

[1]

- Tensorflow Object Detection API for 

training [2]



Text Recognition Model

- First runs a sliding CNN on the image.

- Then an LSTM is stacked on top of the 

CNN.

- Finally, an attention model is used as a 

decoder for producing final outputs.

- Pre-existing model by Qi Guo and Yuntian 

Deng [3]

- Used training application by Ed Medvedev 

[4]



Figure: Flowchart of the Application



Testing

- Initial testing for our product in the fall term

Figure: Test Image with location boxes

Figure: Log of the recognized text from the test image



Testing

Issues found during testing:

- Large body of text accuracy

- Long execution time

Figure: Text detection of a page in a 

textbook



Partitioning

Figure: Image with partitioning boxes 

applied



Testing

Figure: Image of the updated text 

detection

Figure: Log output of the updated text recognition



Testing

Figure: Large body of text with updated 

text recognition
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